We expect that some observers in perceptual signal detection experiments, such as radiologists, will make rational decisions, and therefore ratings from those observers are expected to form a convex ROC curve. However, measured and published curves are often not convex. This article examines the convexity-constrained nonparametric maximum likelihood estimator of the ROC curve given by Lloyd (2002) . Like Lloyd we use the Pool Adjacent Violator Algorithm (PAVA) to construct the estimate of the convex curve. We present a direct proof that this estimate is a convex hull of the empirical ROC curve. The estimate is simple to construct by hand, and follows the suggestions by Pesce, et al. (2010) .
Introduction
In signal detection experiments, such as diagnostic medical imaging studies, an image is presented to an observer who gives an ordered categorical rating or score that indicates his confidence in the presence of a signal or disease in that image. For example, a subject may give a rating of one through five, with five indicating the observer is very confident that the image contains a signal. The probability distribution of ratings given to the subjects who have disease we call F, and the distribution of ratings given to the subjects who do not have disease we call H. Example densities are shown in Figure 1 . Typically we assume that these ratings arise from some continuous underlying perceptual distribution and are discretized by the observer for convenience.
From this task we can create measures of diagnostic performance. At each rating category we can calculate the true postive rate (TPR), also called sensitivity, and the false positive rate (FPR) or 1-specificity. The plot of TPR versus FPR across all ordered categories yields an empirical estimate of the Receiver Email address: lucast@umd.edu (Lucas Tcheuko) Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve (Green & Swets, 1966 ). An example of such a curve is shown in Figure 3 . The area under an ROC curve (AUC) is the probability that the radiologist will give a higher rating to a diseased patient than a patient without disease and is used to rate the performance of the diagnoses.
An ROC curve that is not convex implies that a human observer, such as a radiologist, will give high ratings to some of the images with signal or disease, but also give such images very low ratings, even lower than the ratings given to completely images with no signal. The higher ratings are expected, but the lower ratings are irrational. There is no reason in general that a human observer would give the lowest of his ratings to images that really contain a signal. Logically, scientists believe that in the limit of barely perceptible signals the worst that human observers could do is guess, in other words, assign a low rating to a signal present or signal absent image with equal probability. Theoretically the likelihood ratio of a pair of distributions, dF/dH, that model human detection responses should be a monotonically increasing function of the rating given by the observer. Models of ROC data that have monotonic likeli-hood ratios are called "proper." (Green & Swets, 1966; Dorfman et al., 1997; Metz & Pan, 1999; Lloyd, 2002) Pesce et al. (2010) detail why we should expect to see convex ROC curves under the assumption that radiologists would perform their task at least as accurately as guessing, and they propose a method for constructing a convex ROC curve estimate.
In this paper we examine the nonparametric maximum likelihood estimate (NPMLE) of the ROC curve under the constraint that its likelihood ratio be monotonic that was first developed by Lloyd (2002) . Like Lim & Won (2012) we prove that this estimate is equivalent to a simple convex hull around the usual empirical or unconstrained nonparametric ROC curve MLE. Unlike Lim & Won (2012) we prove this directly from the likelihood and constraints thereon.
This paper examines the properties of the constrained ROC NPMLE under a large number of population parameters. In particular we evaluate the properties of the associated AUC estimate, the area under the the constrained ROC NPMLE. We demonstrate that this estimate has less variance than an unconstrained estimator, and it may have less bias for discretized data.
Unlike Lloyd (2002) and Lim & Won (2012) , who used numerical bootstrap techniques to estimate the variance of parameters of the constrained ROC curve MLE, we have found that standard estimators of AUC variance may be used to obtain variance estimates of constrained nonparametric maximum likelihood AUC estimate. Over a wide range of simulation configurations we have found that these estimates are nearly unbiased and very robust. In summary this constrained estimator has a rational convex ROC curve, is simple to construct, it may have small bias, its variance is easily estimated, and therefore it may be useful in observer performance experiments.
Data

Notation
Our data of interest is typically ordered categorical data collected from humans observing two classes of objects. Let x 1 , . . . , x N be an IID random sample of ratings or scores from the signal-absent or non-diseased population with density h, let y 1 , . . . , y M be a random sample from the signal-present or diseased population with density f . All ratings are assumed to be discrete in k ordered categories. Each signal-present score y s , s = 1 . . . M corresponds to a category index d s , and each signal-absent score x r , r = 1 . . . N corresponds to a category c r . There are m i signal observations and n i signal-absent observations in the i th category. For simplicity we assumed the scores in each signal-absent category i to be all identically equal tox i and the scores in each signal-present category j to be all identically equal toȳ j .
Example Data Sets
As examples we have selected data sets from a study by Chan et al. (2001) . In the study, radiologists reviewed X-ray images No Disease, h Diseased, f
Figure 1: This figure shows two discrete density functions of ordinal observations from two different classes of objects, images with disease and images with no disease. This data is from Chan et al. (2001) and is also given in Table 2 . The empirical cumulative distributions of these data sets can be plotted against each other to form the ROC curve shown in Figure 3 .
of mammographic microcalcifications (lesions) that were digitized at different resolutions. Every radiologist rated each lesion from one to ten at every resolution. Higher ratings indicated a radiologist's greater confidence in the malignancy of the lesion. Radiologists gave lower ratings to lesions that they believed to be benign. The study measured the ability of radiologists to differentiate malignant lesions from benign lesions as a function of the image resolution as measured by the area under the ROC curve (AUC). In the study the authors used a bi-normal parametric method as in Dorfman & Alf (1969) to estimate the ROC curve from the ten-category data. The distribution of scores from radiologist 5 evaluating the lesions at a resolution 140 microns is given in Figure 1 . Figure 3a shows the empirical ROC curve derived from this data. Easily visible in the figure are the 10 solid line segments derived from the 10 rating categories. We observe that the empirical ROC curve is not convex for this given data set. Later in Section 7 we use this data and ratings from radiologist 4 at a resolution of 35 microns to demonstrate the methods described in this paper.
In this experiment we have confidence that doctors will not systematically give lower ratings to images that contain lesions, nor will they systematically give higher ratings to images with no lesions. Therefore we believe the true underlying population ROC curves will be convex, and any nonconvexity in these empirical ROC curve estimates is merely due to statistical uncertainty from finite sample size. The average ROC curve across all radiologists and experiments in Figure 7 of Chan et al. (2001) supports this assertion.
Likelihood Function
The usual likelihood (Owen, 2001 (Owen, , 1988 of obtaining the categorized ratings for both signal present and absent observations from our experiments given our estimates of F and H is
, andȳ i − is the largest possible value of y less thanȳ i . As in the power biased model Qin & Lawless (1994) , Vardi (1985) , and Vardi (1982) , we set w = p/q. The likelihood function becomes
We use the Lagrange multipliers as in Anderson (1972) to maximize the likelihood function. Maximizing L subject to
subject to the same constraints, where C is a constant. 
as a function of W = (w 1 . . . , w k ).
Estimates
Unconstrained Estimates
As a function of w 1 , . . . , w k , is minimized forw i = In what follows we will refer tow i = m i /M n i /N as the unconstrained maximum likelihood ratio (UMLR). We should point out that these estimates ofq i ,p i , andw i give the usual empirical ROC curve (Green & Swets, 1966; Bamber, 1975) . The empirical likelihood ratios w i are the slopes of the segments of the lines of the empirical ROC curve, i.e. the slopes of the lines in Figure 3a .
Constrained Estimates
Believing that the true ROC curve is convex, we are led to
This is equivalent to requiring that the slopes of the segments of the ROC curve be increasing from right to left. Letp i andq i be defined as in Section 4.1. Let P 0 = Q 0 = 1, and
As a function of w 1 , . . . , w k , is a sum of k independent functions 1 , . . . , k ; where
is a function with a single minimumw i . As shown in Figure 2 , i decreases up tow i and increases afterward.
Without loss of generality we consider two consecutive functions 1 (w) and 2 (w). In Figure 2 we plot 1 and 2 as functions of w 1 and w 2 respectively. The graph in Figure 2a shows the UMLRw 1 of 1 less than the UMLRw 2 of 2 , leading to a convex ROC curve. On the contrary, in Figure 2b we havew 1 >w 2 leading to a nonconvex ROC.
Letw 1 >w 2 as in Figure 2b . Our goal is to find (w 1 ,w 2 ) such that 1 (w 1 ) + 2 (w 2 ) = min w 1 ≤w 2 1 (w 1 ) + 2 (w 2 ). In this case, we need to change the ordering of w 1 and w 2 while keeping 1 (w 1 ) + 2 (w 2 ) as small as possible.
Let A(w 1 , 1 (w 1 )) and B(w 2 , 2 (w 2 )) be two arbitrary points as in Figure 2b such that w 1 < w 2 . Keeping in mind thatw 1 and w 2 are the respective global minima of 1 and 2 we obtain the following inequalities. If w 1 <w 2 then 1 (w 2 ) + 2 (w 2 ) < 1 (w 1 ) + 2 (w 2 ) Ifw 1 < w 2 then 1 (w 1 ) + 2 (w 1 ) < 1 (w 1 ) + 2 (w 2 ) Ifw 2 < w 1 < w 2 <w 1 , 1 decreases while 2 increases on the interval [w 1 ,w 2 ], leading to the following inequalities.
2 (w 1 ) < 2 (w 2 ) ⇒ 1 (w 1 ) + 2 (w 1 ) < 1 (w 1 ) + 2 (w 2 ) and 1 (w 2 ) < 1 (w 1 ) ⇒ 1 (w 2 ) + 2 (w 2 ) < 1 (w 1 ) + 2 (w 2 ).
The above inequalities show that the function 1 + 2 is never at its minimum for two distinct values of w 1 and w 2 . We deduce that (w 1 ,w 2 ) satisfiesw 1 =w 2 . Setting w 1 = w 2 = w we minimize the following expression:
Taking the derivative and setting equal to zero we obtainw = w 1 =w 2 = (m 1 +m 2 )N (n 1 +n 2 )M . Note that for w 1 = w 2 we obtain * (w) = 1 (w) + 2 (w) whose graph is similar to that of either 1 or 2 from Figure 2 . The above proof and conclusions apply to any two adjacent categories in a ROC curve where the unconstrained likelihood ratios are not increasing.
The above demonstrates analytically that the obtained estimate is the constrained maximum likelihood estimate of the non-parametric model.
Note that the constrained estimatorsw =w 1 =w 2 yield a solution that is equivalent to adding the two adjacent categories in to a single category with countsm = m 1 + m 2 andñ = n 1 + n 2 . To find all constrained estimatesw i in a sequence of i , we use an algorithm similar to Lloyd (2002) .
PAVA: Pool Adjacent Violator Algorithm
The PAVA, a simple iterative algorithm, is a standard nonparametric method used to produce point estimates for a function known to be monotone (Barlow et al., 1972; Robertson et al., 1988; Best & Chakravarti, 1990) .
It replaces each stretch of monotonicity-violating observations with the weighted average of the original function values in that stretch.
In order to apply the theoretical approached described above, we developed an R (R Development Core Team, 2009) version of the PAVA algoritm similar to that of Lloyd (2002) . As in Section 2, we assume the data has been discretized into k different categories. Keeping in mind that each signal-present score y s corresponds to a category d s and each signal-absent score x r corresponds to a category c r as assumed in Section 2, as the PAVA combines categories it also reassigns each data score to a new category.
We sequentially describe the PAVA as follows. 
5. Go to step 2. Proceed until ROC curve is convex.
Applied to the data, the PAVA creates a new data set with total number of categoriesk which is less than or equal to k. We respectively denote the number of signal-absent scores in each new i-category, the number of signal-present scores in each new i-category, the new signal-present category index, and the new signal-absent category index of the new data set byñ i ,m i ,d s , andc r . The dashed line in Figure 3b is obtained from applying the PAVA to the ROC curve in Figure 3a . In Figure 3a we have k=10. Let p i , q i , P i and Q i be defined as in Section 4.2. In the first step there is a violation for i = 3, i.ew 3 is greater thanw 4 . The two segments S 3 and S 4 are replaced by a single segment S 3 from (Q 2 , P 2 ) to (Q 4 , P 4 ) andw 3 is set set equal to (
. This leads to another violation as the neww 3 is less thanw 2 . We then replace S 2 and S 3 by a single segment S 2 from (Q 1 , P 1 ) to (Q 4 , P 4 ) andw 2 is set equal to (m 2 +m 3 +m 4 )N (n 2 +n 3 +n 4 )M . In the next step the PAVA encounters another violation between the segments S 6 and S 7 ; the segments S 6 and S 7 are replaced by a single segment S 6 . In the final step, the PAVA encounters another violation as the slope of S 6 is greater than the slope of S 8 ; we then replace S 6 and S 8 by a single segment and the ROC is convex.
An intuitive reason for implementing the algorithm can be summarized as this:
Given that observers will not perform worse than guessing we assume that any non-convexity in a measured empirical ROC curve is due to a statistical variation from insufficient counts in a particular rating category. We therefore combine adjacent ordinal categories until the number of counts in the combined categories are sufficient to generate a plausible convex ROC curve.
This PAVA algorithm is equivalent to the algorithm given in Section 1.2 of Robertson et al. (1988) . Specifically using Robertson's w, g, W, and G notation let w(
g(x i )w(x i ). Then the ROC curve, a plot of P j = (W j , G j ), j = 0, 1, . . . , k with P 0 = (0, 0) is the cumulative sum diagram (CSD) for the function g with weight w. Adapting Robertson's approach, finding the best convex plot from the nonconvex one reduces to finding the greatest convex minorant (GCM) of the CSD in the interval [0, Z k ] for the function g with weight z. This method will lead to the same estimate obtained in Section 4.2.
To verify that the above solution really is the maximum likelihood estimate under the constraint of a monotonic likelihood ratio, we wrote a software function whose input is a combined vector of p i and q i and whose output is the likelihood function given in Expression 1 if the ROC curve is convex. If the ROC curve is not convex, the output is a value less than zero. We then used a numerical optimizer ("optim" from the package R (R Development Core Team, 2009)) to maximize the function over all inputs p i , q i on many random simulated data sets with random initial values. The maximum likelihood function given by the optimizer was usually equal to that obtained from the PAVA. All other times the optimizer failed to converge or converged to a local maximum with likelihood less than that obtained from the PAVA. This verified numerically that the PAVA gives the constrained maximum likelihood.
Bias and Variance Estimation of AUC
The Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney statistic is equivalent to the area under the ROC curve (AUC) and is frequently used as a summary measure of separability of the observations that contain a signal from observations that do not, or separability of images that have disease from those who do not. The area under the population ROC curve is equal to the probability that a rating of an image with a signal is higher than a signal-absent rating, AUC= P(Y > X) (Bamber, 1975) . The area under the unconstrained empirical maximum-likelihood ROC curve estimate is
We assume that each pair (r,s) corresponds to a pair (c r , d s ) such that x r belongs to the category c r and y s belongs to the category d s .
The area under the constrained empirical maximumlikelihood ROC curve estimate has the same form and is
where
In this Section we use simulated data to measure how the constrained AUC estimate differs from the unconstrained AUC estimate and a true continuous AUC population value. We also examine ways to estimate variance of the constrained AUC estimate.
Simulation Parameters
We simulated data from normal distributions, D=N(µ, 1), and from uniform distributions, D=U(0, m), which are uniform in probability between 0 and m. For the uniform distributions U, the non-diseased or signal-absent sample is drawn from U(0, 1), and the signal-present or diseased sample is drawn from U(0, m) where m ≥ 1. Both samples together form a combined sample. In order to have the desired AUC value for the uniform distribution, it follows from AUC = P(Y > X) that AUC = 1 − 1 2m from which we derive m = 1 2(1−AUC) . This pair of uniform distributions yields the most asymmetric ROC curve that still has a monotonically increasing likelihood ratio.
For the normal distribution N, the diseased sample is drawn from N(µ, 1) and the non-diseased sample is drawn from N(0, 1). To achieve the desired AUC, we used
, where Φ is the cumulative normal distribution function, µ Y = µ, and µ X = 0. We set µ = √ 2Φ −1 (AUC). This model gives a continous symmetric convex ROC curve.
Bias Study
We first considered a vector of AUC values with elements ranging from .6 to .99 with step equal to .01. For each AUC value from the above vector, we sampled data from either normal distributions, D=N, or uniform distributions, D=U. We simulated 10,000 independent random combined samples from D. Each combined random sample consisted of a sample of size 55 drawn from the non-diseased distribution and a sample of size 110 drawn from the non-diseased population. These sample size are typical in many studies in medical literature. We then discretize each sample into seven categories. For each discretized combined sample we computed the usual unconstrained AUC estimate, then applied the PAVA algorithm and computed the constrained AUC estimate.
In Figure 4 we plotted the average constrained and unconstrained AUC estimates from the normally distributed simulation versus the true AUC. We first note that the average unconstrained AUC estimate is always biased low with respect to the true undiscretized population AUC. This reduction of information and AUC estimates due to discretization is well known. We also note that the average constrained AUC estimate is always greater than the average unconstrained AUC estimate. This result is consistent with the construction of the constrained ROC curve in Section 4.2. To construct the constrained ROC estimate we combine categories in a way that always increases the area under the curve. With respect to the true population AUC, the average constrained AUC estimate is sometimes less, sometimes greater, depending on the value of AUC. Depending on AUC, sample size, and discreteness of data, the constrained estimate may be less biased than the unconstrained estimate.
Variance Estimation of the AUC
In this Section we demonstrate empirically that a standard variance estimator of the empirical area under the curve (AUC) Figure 2a the unconstrained minimumw 1 of the − log likelihood function 1 is less than the unconstrained minimumw 2 of 2 ; therefore, the likelihood function = 1 + 2 yields a convex ROC. In Figure 2bw 1 >w 2 meaning the corresponding -log likelihood ratio yields a non-convex ROC curve. (µ + a r + b s + ε rs ) where µ represents the overall mean AUC. The random variable a r has mean zero and variance σ a reflecting the variability between the disease tests. b s has mean 0 and variance σ b reflecting the variability between the non-disease tests. ε rs has mean zero and variance σ ε representing the interaction between disease and non-disease tests. The total variance ofÂ is
The respective estimatesσ a ,σ b , andσ ε of σ a , σ b , and σ ε are computed as in equation 7.4.10 of Sheffé (2009) . For simulation purposes, we chose the distribution D=U or D=N as in Section 6.2 and then chose the parameters of the distribution so that AUC=.6, AUC= .84, and AUC=.94 which respectively correspond to m = 1.25, m = 3.125, and m = 25/3 for D=U and to µ = .358, µ = 1.406, and µ = 2.199 for D=N. There are often more non-disease patients available than disease patients. With that in mind, we assumed in the simulation the ratio of non-disease sample size to diseased sample size to take values r a = 1, r a = 3, and r a = 9. This means for each combined sample set consists of M observations treated as diseased and N = r a × M treated as non-diseased. We discretized each sample into k categories, where k takes values k=3, k=7, and Figure 3a we plotted the ROC curve of the data from Chan et al. (2001) described in Section 2.2 and given in Table 2 . The ROC curve is the set all possible measurable specificity and sensitivity pairs. We obtained the constrained estimate (dotted line) in Figure 3b by applying the PAVA to the data used in Figure 3a . In Figure 3a we have k = 10 line segments. P i and Q i are defined in Section 4.2. Segments S 2 , S 3 , and S 4 form a violation because the slopew 4 of segment S 4 is so low. Therefore we replace those 3 segments with a single segment S 2 with slopew 2 = (m 2 + m 3 + m 4 )N/(n 2 + n 3 + n 4 )M Also see Table 2 . Categories S 6 , S 7 , and S 8 also form a violation and are replaced with a single category.
k=16. For each quadruple (D, M, r a , k), we generated 10,000 independent sets of combined random samples from the chosen distribution.
For each quadruple (D, M, r a , k), we computed the unconstrained AUCÂ j u and the estimate of variance V j u using Expression 8. We then applied the PAVA algorithm, computed the constrained AUC A j c , computed the estimate of the constrained AUC variance V j c using Expression 8. We then computed an approximate confidence interval of the AUC, I c j
05, where z α is the standard normal deviate with probability α.
For each combined sample set of 10 4 simulations, we plotted the square root of the mean of all the unconstrained variance estimates V j u versus the standard deviation across all the simulated unconstrained AUC A j u in Figure 5 . These data points lie on the diagonal of the plot indicating that our estimate of the variance of the empirical AUC estimate is unbiased (Gallas & et al., 2009 ).
Also in Figure 5 we plotted the square root of the mean of the constrained variance estimates V j c versus the standard deviation across all the simulated constrained AUC A j c . We note from these plots that the true standard deviation of AUC of the constrained ROC curves are lower on average than the standard deviation of the AUC of the unconstrained ROC curves, and the mean estimate of the standard deviation is reduced by almost exactly the same amount.
From the figure it is apparent that our standard estimator of empirical AUC variance also very well estimates the variance of the constrained empirical estimate of AUC, and it is robust against the large range of parameters over which we varied the simulation.
To test this assertion we report in Table 1 the coverage probabilities, which are the fractions of the simulations falling outside the above estimated confidence interval I c j 1−α . From Table 1 we observe that the overall performance of the estimate of variance is accurate except in a few cases where the following conditions exist simultaneously: a large AUC, small sample size and a large number of categories.
Note that there is nothing special about the AUC variance estimator that we used. Other variance estimates (Bamber, 1975; Campbell, 1994) also make useful measures the variance of the constrained AUC estimate. These simple analytic variance estimators agree well with bootstrap estimation techniques (Efron & Tibshirani, 1993; Lloyd, 2002; Lim & Won, 2012) . This includes the simple AUC variance approximation AUC(1 − AUC)(N −1 + M −1 )/4 (Wagner & et al., 1997) . This form makes clear the binomial-like behavior of AUC and the expected reduction in variance corresponding to the increase in AUC. 4 simulated samples from one of our simulation configurations. The true standard deviation of AUC of the constrained ROC curves are lower on average than the standard deviation of the AUC of the unconstrained ROC curves, and the mean estimate of standard deviation is reduced by almost exactly the same amount. 
Application
In Section 5 we showed how to obtain the constrained ROC curve estimate using data from Chan et al. (2001) . Figure 3a shows the application of the PAVA to the ROC curve of radiologist 5 described in Section 2.2. Ten ordinal categories were reduced to 6 categories to construct a convex ROC curve. In this section we use the same data to compute the constrained and unconstrained estimates of AUC as well as the estimates of variance of those AUC values. All these estimates are given in Table 3 . Also given are the results for radiologist 4 reading images at a different resolution. Table 3 : This table gives the constrained and unconstrained estimates of AUC and the variance AUC given given the ratings of radiologist 5 evaluating lesions at a resolution of 140 microns. The same estimates are given for radiologist number 4 evaluating the lesions at a resolution of 35 microns. The estimates of AUC were calculated using Expressions 4 and 6, and the variance was estimated using Expression 8.
As expected the constrained AUC estimates are greater than the unconstrained AUC estimates. Correspondingly the variance estimates of the constrained AUC estimates are smaller than the unconstrained variance estimates.
Summary
In some studies of observer signal-detection performance we may assume that decisions made by human observers are rational, implying the convexity of a population ROC curve. In that scenario we may want to analyze the data under that assumption.
In this paper we examined one such method, the constrained nonparametric maximum likelihood ROC curve estimate given by Lloyd (2002) . We proved directly that this this estimate is a simple convex hull around the usual empirical ROC curve. We examined the properties of the area under this estimate and found that it has lower variance than the usual empirical AUC estimate, and it may also have lower bias with respect to a continous nondiscretized ROC curve. Our simulations indicate that standard estimators of variance of the Mann-WhitneyWilcoxon statistic (AUC) variance may be used to obtain nearly unbiased and very robust variance estimates of constrained nonparametric maximum likelihood AUC estimate. Bootstrapping of the convexity algorithm (PAVA) is not required.
The constrained ROC curve estimate is simple to construct in a manner similar to that suggested in Pesce et al. (2010) . First a regular empirical ROC curve is constructed. Then the lowest convex envelope that will enclose this ROC curve is drawn. This envelope is the new constrained nonparametric maximum likelihood ROC curve estimate. Holding the total number of observations constant, we recalculate the number of observations in each category implied by the constrained estimate. This is equivalent to combining adjacent categories that do not have increasing likelihood ratios, as in Table 2 . Next we use these new combined observation numbers to calculate the empirical AUC estimate in the usual manner. This is the constrained NPMLE of AUC. We also can use those new combined observations in standard nonparametric estimators of AUC variance to estimate the variance of the constrained NPMLE of AUC. This estimator is a useful option for nonparametric analysis of data from studies of observer signal-detection performance where the observers are assumed to generate convex ROC curves rationally. We generated 10,000 independent sets of combined random samples. Each combined sample consists of a sample size of N treated as diseased and a sample size of N = r a × M treated as non-diseased. We discretized each sample into k categories, where k takes values k=3, k=7, and k=16. The coverage probabilities reported in the above table are the fractions of the simulations falling outside the confidence interval I c j 1−α described in Section 6. Here α = 0.05. This table gives the distribution of scores given by radiologist 5 for diseased and nondiseased patients. The lower rows show how adjacent ordered rating categories are combined to obtain a monotonically increasing likelihood ratio. This combined data is then used to construct an ROC curve and estimate AUC and its variance in the same manner as the original data.
